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The Franklin Bible
The fastest, surest way
I've found for reference
and concordance work.

And it's fun.

ny Cash

Digital Book with 128K organizer

Franklin Digital Book System'. Put a library in your
pocket! Powerful Digital Book makes vast amounts of
information available to you-see list below for just a
few of the available titles. The included directory/
scheduler cartridge features easy -to -use search
methods that instantly find names, addresses, phone
numbers and appointments. 63-2040 . . . . 149.99

Other Digital Book titles available
 Columbia Encyc opedia  Pocket Stock Guide
 Baseball Encyclopedia  Video Companion
 Physicians Desk Reference  First Aid Guide
 King James Bible  NIV Holy Bible  Word Games
in Wine Guide  Handbook of Drug Interactions

Harrsons Medical . Scrabble Dictionary
 Spanish/English Dictionary  Bartender's Guide
 French/English Dictionary . Medical Therapeutics
la German/English Dictionary re Advanced Dictionary

Digital Book cartridges are Express Order/CMC

Dictionaries and thesauruses

el Speaking dictionary/thesaurus
Franklin Language Master'. Unless you're an English
professor, it's hard to figure out all those funny pro-
nuncoation and accent marks in a dictionary-
but you don't have to. Now when you look up a new
word, you can learn the correct spelling and hear it
pronounced out loud!You'll be able to start using the
word right away in speech, so you'll remember the
word more easily.
Has 274,000 definitions and 496,000 synonyms
plus phonetic spelling correction and 11 challenging
word games. Earphone jack. Includes vinyl carrying
case. Requires 4 "AAA" batteries. 63-2003 149.99

el Holy Bible with concordance
Franklin® King James Bible. The world's best-selling
book in easy -to -use electronic form. A complete
concordance with powerful search function finds
scripture at conputer speed. Type in the word or
phrase you're looking for and touch a button-in
seconds the verse appears. Also looks up scripture

with words having the same
or similar meaning. To turn to
a passage, just type in book,
chapter and verse, and the
passage appears instantly.
Type size can be adjusted
up or down to fit your
viewing preference. Has
built-in thesaurus and
spelling correction.
Requires 4 "AAA"
batteries. (TSP)
63-2002 . .. 99.99
New International
Version (CMC)
63-2009 ... 99.99

Baseball
Encyclopedia
Franklin BLB-2. Instant
access to over a million
big league stats! More

than 620,000 batting statistics; over 270,000 pitch-
ing stats, team batting records, Cy Young winners,
MVPs, more! Biographical info on every player in big
league history-over 100 years. With two CR2032
batteries. 63-931 49.99

Crossword
puzzle solver
This pocket -sized mar-
vel contains a quarter

of a million words in categories such as sports,
people, geographic names and many more. Just
enter the letters you know and a "7" for those you
don't. Display shows a short list of words that fit.
Includes CR2032 battery. 63-694 39.99

.1..
110 Dictionary/
thesaurus
Franklin Language
Master. This handy
desktop electronic ref-
erence book provides
274,000 definitions,
496,000 synonyms,
an 83,000 -word spell-

ing checker and 11 word games. Type size can be
adjusted up or down to your preference. Requires 4
"AAA" batteries. 63-2004 79.99

Find the word
electronically
Franklin Wordmaster""
Thesaurus. It sure beats
digging through a

printed thesaurus-the
computer does all of
the hard work! Pro-

vides 496,000 synonyms for 40,000 entry words
and phonetic spelling help for 83,000 words. Re-
quires 4 "AAA" batteries. 63-692 49.99

Fran:dm®
Dictionaries,
Thesauruses,
Spell Checkers,
Word Games

Franklin manufactures some of the most
sophisticated and easy -to -use electronic
reference books in the world. We are
proud to carry their full line of fine
products.
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10 challenging
word games
Great for entertaining
the kids while traveling
and a fun way to im-

prove your vocabulary. With the all-time favorites
Hangman, Word -Train, Anagrams, Memory, Spell-
ing See, as well as five more brainbusters. Offers
helpful hints if you get stuck. Five skill levels. With
CR2016 battery. 63-919 34.99
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OS= Franklin Official Scrabble
Players Dictionary. Palm -

sized dictionary makes Scrabble easier and more
enjoyable. Contains more than 100,000 words and
42,000 definitions. Just enter your letters, and
you'll see a word list ranked by score. Was $59.99 in
'94 Catalog. 63-918, New Low Price! . ... 49.99

Boost your
Scrabble® scores!

We can special order many Franklin
products & ship them direct to your door
Looking for a hot Franklin product and can't find it in any of
the sores? We can Express Order it direct to your home or
send it to your nearby Radio Shack. The service is conve-
nient and fast!

Available Through Express Order or CMC

LM -6000 Speaking Language Master. Pronounces over
110,000 words in English. #10287704 239.95
SDC-300 Speaking Dictionary Companion. English speak-
ing. #10287696 119.95
ACE -200 Speaking Spelling Ace. Pronounces 90,000
words and spells them out loud. #10287688 .... 99.95
CW-50 Crosswords Puzzle Solver. #10287670 ... 69.95
MED-55 Med Spell. Contains over 161,000 words from
Stedman's Medical Dictionary. #10287662 89.95
KLM-4000 Speaking English/Korean Master. Pronounces
English words aloud. Provides two-way written translations
between English and Korean. #10287654 299.95
GP -620 Speaking German Professor. #10287647, 249.95
LM -2015 Language Master. #10287621 69.95
NIV-30 New International Version Holy Bible.
#10451326 99.99
LM -60005E Speaking Language Master. For special needs.
#63-920 499.99
FP -610 Speaking French Professor. #10287639, 249.95

Digital Book System', Language Master" and Wordmaster" are trademarks of Franklin Computer Corporation. Scrabble' is a registered trademark of Hasbro Inc. Standard references used by all dictionaries and
thesauruses on this page are the Merriam -Webster Dictionary and Merriam -Webster Collegiate Thesaurus / Merriam -Webster'" of Merriam -Webster Inc.


